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Atomistic model Atomistic-to-Continuum 
(multi-scale modeling)



OutlineOutlineOutlineOutline
Ghost force at atomistic/continuum interfaces (with Ghost force at atomistic/continuum interfaces (with Ghost force at atomistic/continuum interfaces (with Ghost force at atomistic/continuum interfaces (with A A A A 

ShapeevShapeevShapeevShapeev))))

―  Explaining ghost force using a periodic 1D example

―  Quasi-nonlocal method and geometrically consistent reconstruction 

―  Finite element projection and comparison

QuasicontinuumQuasicontinuumQuasicontinuumQuasicontinuum for complex lattice atomistic systems (with  for complex lattice atomistic systems (with  for complex lattice atomistic systems (with  for complex lattice atomistic systems (with 

A A A A AbdulleAbdulleAbdulleAbdulle and A  and A  and A  and A ShapeevShapeevShapeevShapeev))))

― Atomistic model with different species of atoms

― QC method for simple lattice system doesn’t work

―  Error analysis based on a discrete homogenization theory



Ghost force

Consider external force acting on each atom. Associated energies:

An equilibrium solution with no external force 

σ rr0

W



QC approximation 

To explain the ghost force let us compute the force on the atom

assuming first and second nearest neighbor interaction, i.e.



At the equilibrium position, the force acting on 

-- ghost force due to the QC approximation



Quasi-nonlocal  method (QNL) Shimokawa et al’04

 
That is, one side treated as local, the other side treated as nonlocal 

 Now at equilibrium

 Only work for 

E, Lu and Yang 06, C Ortner Math Comp to appear



Geometrically consistent reconstruction (GCR) 
E, Lu and Yang’06

 Reconstruct positions of certain atoms before interaction

 For instance, in the interaction of atoms i2 and i2-2 of QNL,  
 the position of atom i2-2 is reconstructed as xi2 + 2(xi1-xi2)

 Reconstruction is sought in the form of a linear combination
 of the nonlocal reconstruction and local reconstruction:

is determined in advance to eliminate the ghost force

The reconstruction is not unique. For n=2 there is one construction
 such that GCR=QNL. But unlike QNL, it works for n>2 as well





Analysis: Ming and Yang SIAM MMS 2009



 One example for n<4:



Finite Element Projection (QCP) 

 
 -- Simply a finite element method to the atomistic model, having     
been used as a coarsening method in e.g. Rudd & Broughton’98,05, 
Ortner & Suli’08

 We emphasize it as a ghost force removing method and a starting 
point to develop ghost force free summation rule.

 The same as the exact energy formulation but in local region

 We can show that the method has no ghost force under a general 
setting of any dimension



Analytical comparison of QCP, QNL and GCR 

 when n=2

 when n=3

Lin and Shapeev Preprint 2009



 It’s always possible to find a set of GCR coefficients s.t. GCR=QCP

 e.g. when n=3 the following will do



Numerical comparison of QCP, QNL and GCR 

1D Test with localized external force

  



 1D Test with localized external force



 2D Test with a point defect (Screw dislocation) 

(Lin SINUM07)



Remark:

Further reduction of the summation cost (atom-based 
summation and element-based summation):
1D: relatively easy
2D or higher dimension: difficult and may cause unphysical 
force inside the local region (examples in E, Lu and Yang 
2006). How to reduce the summation cost without 
introducing unphysical force? Shapeev Preprint 2010 (2D)

Analysis: open



Complex Crystalline Materials

Consider 1D periodic problem: reference configuration: 

Deformed atom position: where     is the displacement

Periodicity:







Recap of QC



A 1D complex lattice model 





QC for complex lattices 
Tadmor, Smith, Bernstein and Kaxiras 1999
(Also see E and Ming 2007, Dobson, Elliott, Luskin and Tadmor 2007)





Discrete homogenization





Abdulle, Lin and Shapeev, A review of multiscale computational methods for 
complex crystals, Manuscript 2010



Error analysis of discrete homogenization 
Abdulle, Lin and Shapeev Preprint arXiv.1006.0378 2010



Homogenized quasicontinuum (HQC)





Error analysis Abdulle, Lin and Shapeev Preprint arXiv.1006.0378 2010



Numerical examples









Summary
Ghost force is shown in the local/nonlocal interface in a simple 

lattice case. No ghost force in the case of nearest neighbor 
interaction.

 Under a 1D periodic setting QNL, GCR and QCP are introduced 
and compared. QNL can remove ghost force for n=2. GCR and QCP 
can do for all interacting range n. GCR is general but requires a 
priori tabulated coefs of reconstruction and is problem-dependent. 
QCP is specific, easy to implement, works as good as GCR in all 
cases. Challenging of element summation in 2D and 3D.

 Complex lattice – equivalence to an appropriately processed 
discrete homogenization, analysis may be done through the discrete 
homogenization framework

 Ghost force removing strategies can be used to deal with 
atomistic/continuum interface with complex lattice structures.


